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263191250001536 263191250001638 263191260001763 263191260001848 263191260001909
263192260001720 263194190002154 263194230001583 263194230001609 263194250001544
263194260001695 263194260001801 263194260001862 263194260001971 263194260002097
263194260002102 263195260000128 263195260001732 -- --

263191260000757 263194260000246 263194260000826 263194260000986 263194260001097
263195250000697 -- -- -- --

263191220002969 263191260002804 263191260002809 263191260002820 263191260002829
263191260002831 263192260002863 263192270002885 263193270002876 263193270002882
263194170002908 263194220002915 263194220002922 263194260002808 263194260002817
263194260002827 263194260002828 263194260002862 263194260002872 263194270002880
263195260002801 263195260002803 -- -- --

263192270002413 263194120002226 263194260002281 263194260002293 --

263191260002499 263192170002783 263192260002606 263194190002770 263194260002265
263195260002630 -- -- -- --

Shortlisting of Candidates for Document Verification for CEN 03/2019 – Ministerial & Isolated Category Posts 

1.0 Based on the performance of candidates in the Computer Based Test (CBT) conducted from 15.12.2020 to 18.12.2020 and Stenography Skill Test/Translation Test from 29th Oct 2021 to 30th Oct 2021 by the Railway Recruitment 
Board, Patna for various notified posts of Ministerial & Isolated Categories under CEN 03/2019 and options furnished in their online applications, Candidates bearing the following roll numbers (15-digit) arranged in ascending order (not 
in order of merit) horizontally have been provisionally shortlisted for Document Verification (DV) and medical examination.
2.0 The result for various notified categories has been prepared based on the principles/process laid down in para 13.0 of Detailed CEN.
3.0 Normalisation of raw marks has not been done since CBT exam for concerned category was conducted in single shift only. No normalisation is applicable for Stenography Skill Test/Translation Test.
4.0 The candidates equal to number of Notified Vacancies, subject to availability of eligible candidates, have been shortlisted for Document Verification (DV) and Medical Examination. 
5.0 In case of two or more candidates securing same marks, their merit positions have been determined by age criteria older person has been placed at higher merit and in case age being same, then alphabetical order(A to Z) of the 
name has been taken into account to break the tie.
6.0  If a candidate has applied and appeared in more than one category consisting of distinct question paper based on his/her eligibility and post preference, he/she, if shortlisted based on merit, has been shortlisted accordingly in 
multiple categories as per his/her merit.
7.0 The shortlisted candidates will be informed through official Websites/SMS/Email (provided in their application) about the actual date and place of Document Verification.
8.0 The candidates called for DV should produce all the original documents along with two sets of XEROX copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e call letter issued for Document Verification. They should also bring atleast 5 copies 
of their coloured photograph.
9.0 Those candidates who will be called for Document Verification may note that after completion of DV, they will be sent for medical examination at the nominated Railway Hospital located in the jurisdiction of concerned RRB on the 
next day of the DV. The candidates are required to come prepared to stay for three to four days accordingly. Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs 24/- only. There are no other charges to be paid to the 
Hospitals/Health Unit for the medical examination. In rare cases, where the investigation like CT Scan, Ultra Sound, tests to rule out refractive eye surgery etc., have to be carried out for which necessary facility is not available in the 
Railway Hospital/Health Unit, then for such investigation, candidates may have to make the requisite payment to the concerned laboratory/hospital.
10.0 The candidature of all the shortlisted candidates is purely provisional and is liable to be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency/ deficiency/ discrepancy detected in the information 
furnished by them in their online application or any malpractice on their part coming to the notice at any stage of the recruitment process or thereafter.
11.0 It is to be noted that merely shortlisting or calling a candidate for Document Verification/Medical examination does not entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways.
12.0 While every care has been taken in preparing the result, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake etc. RRB regrets the inability to entertain any correspondence on this account from 
the candidates. 
Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerized and the selection 
is based on merit of candidates only. Please visit the official websites of RRBs for regular updates and   information.

Roll Number of candidates shortlisted for Document Verification and Medical Examination in ascending order (not in order of merit) horizontally
Category No.01-JUNIOR STENOGRAPHER HINDI

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD :Patna

Total number of candidates shortlisted : 18

Date : 28th April 2022                                                                                                                                                                                                          Chairman/RRB/Patna

Category No.02-JUNIOR STENOGRAPHER ENGLISH

--------End of List--------

Total number of candidates shortlisted : 6
Category No.03-JUNIOR TRANSLATOR HINDI

Total number of candidates shortlisted : 22
Category No.04-STAFF and WELFARE INSPECTOR

Total number of candidates shortlisted : 4
Category No.05-CHIEF LAW ASSISTANT

Total number of candidates shortlisted : 6


